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Improving accuracy of overhanging structures for selective laser
melting through reliability characterization of single track
formation on thick powder beds
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Kongens Lyngby, Denmark 2800
ABSTRACT

Repeatability and reproducibility of parts produced by selective laser melting is a standing issue, and coupled
with a lack of standardized quality control presents a major hindrance towards maturing of selective laser
melting as an industrial scale process. Consequently, numerical process modelling has been adopted towards
improving the predictability of the outputs from the selective laser melting process. Establishing the reliability
of the process, however, is still a challenge, especially in components having overhanging structures.
In this paper, a systematic approach towards establishing reliability of overhanging structure production by
selective laser melting has been adopted. A calibrated, fast, multiscale thermal model is used to simulate the
single track formation on a thick powder bed. Single tracks are manufactured on a thick powder bed using same
processing parameters, but at different locations in a powder bed and in different laser scanning directions. The
difference in melt track widths and depths captures the effect of changes in incident beam power distribution
due to location and processing direction. The experimental results are used in combination with numerical
model, and subjected to uncertainty and reliability analysis. Cumulative probability distribution functions
obtained for melt track widths and depths are found to be coherent with observed experimental values. The
technique is subsequently extended for reliability characterization of single layers produced on a thick powder
bed without support structures, by determining cumulative probability distribution functions for average layer
thickness, sample density and thermal homogeneity.
Keywords: selective laser melting, overhanging structures, single track formation, regression analysis, Monte
Carlo simulations, reliability estimation, uncertainty characterization.

1. INTRODUCTION
In selective laser melting, most of the nearly 130 parameters [1] identified can be explained to have
uncertainties associated with them, but with varied influence on the final outcomes of the SLM process. Thus,
there is an increased effort towards developing procedures for in-process inspection and quality control
including, but not limited to, thermal imaging [2] and ultrasonic [3] methods. Researchers have also attempted
to establish reliability of the process by trying to characterize single scanning track formations using
combination of statistical, numerical and experimental techniques [4] [5].
From a numerical process modelling viewpoint, till date, the focus has been limited to a few parameters e.g. the
power of laser beam, the scan speed, FWHM of the laser beam, the porosity of powder bed, the average powder
diameter, the chamber/environment temperature and the albedo of the powder particles. Of these, the power and
scan speed have been found to have a low degree of associated uncertainty as they are often controlled
parameters. The FWHM of laser beams have been known to vary during the processing due to thermal effects
on the optical components of the selective laser melting [1]. The typical powders used in SLM are characterized
by a normal distribution with respect to the powder diameter [6]. Additionally, the powder particles do not
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necessarily possess the same optical properties (albedo, extinction coefficients, etc.) as those reported in
literature for bulk materials. The porosity is also significantly uncertain as no proper morphology/packing can
be attributed to the powder bed. Typically the building chamber is kept at an elevated temperature during SLM
process (as this has been found to have beneficial effects with regards to the mechanical properties and residual
stress states of the manufactured products) through a combination of substrate heating [7] and gas flow [8].
However, SLM machines usually record the substrate temperature, and the actual local chamber temperature is
unknown.
As these uncertainties in physical parameters are seldom transferred onto deterministic numerical process
models, the prediction results from such models may not necessarily agree with the experimental observations.
The presence of uncertainties being inherently accepted, the need to characterize the occurrence of these
uncertainties is necessary. Thus, a methodology has to be established to ensure that the uncertainties in input
parameters are accounted for and propagated when predicting outputs. Formal characterization of the
aforementioned uncertainty associated with a process leads to the establishment of the process reliability. Thus,
reliability of a process can be established by characterizing the effect of small uncertainties in inputs on the
desired output of the process. The subject has been studied extensively for statistical systems and its usage in
combination with complex physical models is also increasing. Specifically, the infeasibility of replicating exact
conditions as needed by a simulation or model as well as those present during experimental runs, makes
uncertainty characterization applicable to most engineering fields [9] [10] [11]. For a better understanding of the
concepts used in this paper one might refer to the works of Saltelli et al [12] [13].
In this paper, the aforementioned concepts have been used to establish the reliability of the process, especially in
producing components having overhanging structures. In this regard, an overhanging structure is envisioned as a
combination of single tracks formed on a deep powder bed as opposed to the thin powder layer prevalent in
most of the manufactured part. Thus, establishing the reliability of single tracks formed on a deep powder bed
followed by the reliability of single layer formation can be construed as the first steps towards establishing the
reliability of the process.

2. SINGLE MELT TRACKS ON DEEP POWDER BED
Laser power is one of the most commonly investigated parameters in experimental studies on SLM, often
coupled with scanning speed [4]. A common theme of research, then, is to predict the effect of laser power (or
energy density) on the melt track formation either through measurement of melt track width and depth or
through in-process tracking of melt pool temperatures and dimensions [2]. The influence of location in the
powder bed has also been studied, albeit from the perspective of temperature and gas flow in the chamber [8].
In this study, the former approach was adopted and laser powers at two different settings were used for
experiments. Further, the combined effect of change in location of powder bed and the directionality of laser
scanning was planned to be captured. For this purpose, single melt tracks were generated at different locations
of the powder bed in different directions. The entire powder bed was divided into four regions corresponding to
four quadrants with respect to the center of the powder bed. Several single melt tracks were generated in four
different directions in each quadrant. The intention was to capture the elongation of incident laser beam spot
(Figure 1) due to angular incidence in a region away from the center of the powder bed (where optical elements
of the laser system are located). Further it was expected that the elongation of the beam would result in different
melt track widths and depths depending on whether the direction of scanning was parallel or orthogonal to the
direction of elongated axis.
The experiments were carried out at laser powers of 50W and 120W for Ti-6Al-4V. A scanning speed of
8.5mm/s was chosen for generating the melt tracks with a chamber temperature of 200oC. The powder particles
had a diameter distributed about 25μm, and the powder bed had a layer depth of 5mm. Figure 2 shows a section
of the build chamber with single melt tracks formed upon a deep powder bed. The single tracks formed by both
the laser power values were then measured to find the molten-resolidified track width as shown in Figure 3 as
well as the width of the sintered track. As both the molten-resolidified as well as the sintered areas are important
in overhanging structures, the combined width would hereon be referred to as width of melt track in this paper.
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3. PHYSICAL MODEL DESCRIPTION
In this study, the convection heat transfer in melt pool has been handled indirectly through effective material
modelling. The laser material interaction has been introduced into the heat transfer model as a body heat source.
The governing equation for the thermal phenomena during selective laser melting can then be given as
=

+

+

+

(1)

where T is the temperature, t is the time, (x, y, z) are the spatial co-ordinates, kxx, kyy and kzz are the thermal
conductivities in the different directions , ρ is the density, Cp is the specific heat and
is the heat source term.
In the specific case of non-temperature dependent material properties, this equation reduces to
=

+

(2)

where k is the isotropic thermal conductivity. The thermal interaction at the boundaries between the material
and the surroundings can be represented as
−

η

=− (

− )+

−

(3)

where h is the heat transfer coefficient between the material and the gaseous environment, T
is the
temperature of the gaseous environment, ε is the emissivity of the material and σ is the Stefan-Boltzmann
constant.
Laser Irradiation Models
A typical approach when modelling the laser irradiation is by considering the radiative transfer equation [14]
[15] [16] [17], which tries to capture the idea that the intensity of the laser beam entering into a given volume is
attenuated due to absorption and scattering and simultaneously enhanced by secondary emissions by the
materials inside the volume and the scattered energy entering from neighboring volumes. Mathematically, for a
one-dimensional problem it is given by
( , )

= −( + ) ( , ) +

( )+

( ) ( ,

)

(4)

where is the abscissa of the radiation intensity of of cosine direction with respect to z axis, Θ is the angle
is the blackbody
between an incoming radiation of cosine direction ’ and the actual radiation intensity,
radiation, is the absorption coefficient, is the scattering coefficient, and Φ is the scattering phase function.
Often, it is easier to use extinction coefficient and scattering albedo instead of absorption and scattering
coefficients. These properties are related as
=

+

(5)

=

(6)

Based on the independent scattering theory [18], the values for the extinction coefficient for a powder bed can
be approximated by the following equations
=

(7)

where is the number of particles per unit volume, is the extinction coefficient and is the average radius of
the powder in the powder bed. Gusarov and Smurov [16] have adopted this approach in their work on modelling
of single track formation with SLM.
However, simpler empirical models exist which utilize the extinction coefficient and scattering albedo to
approximate an effective absorption coefficient for the powder bed, reducing the necessity to solve the radiative
transfer equation. One such model based upon the assumption of diffusive reflections on powder particles,
defines the effective powder bed absorptivity as
=
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+
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Material modelling of powder beds
The thermal properties of standard materials, based on experimental measurements, are typically available in
literature. However, the values often correspond to bulk material properties, and cannot be directly applied to
powder beds, which are characterized by discrete spatial distribution of materials. The typical approach is to
substitute the discrete powder bed by a continuum of material possessing equivalent material properties. In this
regard, Sih and Barlow [19] [20]have proposed successively improving predictive models for emissivity and
thermal conductivity of powder beds. Shapiro et al [21]considered the powder bed as a network of thermal
resistances connected at the contact points and via the gaseous medium, and proposed a theoretical model
accounting for the size-dependence of the conductivity. Gusarov and Kovalev [22] have further developed the
concept of the powder bed as a network of discrete thermal resistances and have proposed a dependency of
effective thermal properties on the morphology of the powder bed.
In this study, the predictive model proposed by Sih and Barlow [23] for computing the effective material
properties of the powder bed is adopted. The effective emissivity of the powder bed is described as a
combination of the emissivity of the particles and the emissivity of the cavities in the powder bed.
=

+( −

)

(10)

where ε is the effective emissivity of the powder bed, εs is the emissivity of the bulk material, εh is the
emissivity of the cavities and Ah is the area fraction of surface occupied by the cavities. The area fraction Ah is a
function of the porosity (ϕ) of the randomly packed powder bed and is given as.
=

.

(11)

.

The emissivity of the cavities is also dependent on the porosity of powder bed and can then be estimated by
.

=

(12)
.

In case of a randomly packed powder bed formed of mono-sized spherical powder particles, the effective
thermal conductivity can be approximated by the modified Zehner-Schlünder-Damköhler equation
=

−

−

+

+
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+

(13)

where k is the effective thermal conductivity of the powder bed, ϕ0 is the porosity of the powder bed, ks is the
thermal conductivity of the bulk material, kf is the thermal conductivity of the gaseous environment, and kr is
the equivalent thermal conductivity arising due to inter-particle radiation and is given by
=

(14)

where σB is the Stefan-Boltzman constant, T is the mean absolute temperature and Dp is the diameter of powder
particles. F is called the view factor, and can be chosen as a function of the emissivity of the powder bed leading
to
=

.
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(15)

Implementation of 3D Finite Volume Alternate Direction Implicit Model
The 3D finite volume alternate direction implicit model is a high-fidelity model developed for faster thermal
calculations while still preserving accuracy (the accuracy is similar to Crank-Nicholson method). The theoretical
basis can be found in [24] while the application of it in modelling selective laser melting can be found in [5].

4. UNCERTAINTY CHARACTERIZATION OF SINGLE TRACK
Monte Carlo simulation based uncertainty analysis techniques do not have an extensive requirement for
experimental data. The Monte Carlo based methods can be used with an expert value of parameter uncertainty
around the nominal values, both supplied by the user based on experience or drawn from maximum likelihood
estimation studies for concerned parameters The accuracy of the predictions and the confidence intervals,
however, are dependent on the manner of choosing perturbed parameter values for simulations, and thus any
prior knowledge of the correlation between parameters lead to better results. The uncertainty analysis is first
performed to calculate the probability distribution for melt track width and maximum domain temperature for
the tracks formed with the nominal laser power of 50W, given an expert uniform uncertainty on seven input
parameters – beam power, the beam FWHM, the porosity of the powder bed, the diameter of powder particles,
the laser scan speed, the chamber temperature and the powder albedo (not to be confused with albedo of bulk
material which is much lower). The procedure and results are found in [5]. It was suggested that once the
uncertainty on parameters and outputs is established, the generated information such as correlation matrix can
be used to perform uncertainty analysis at other parameter ranges.

5. META-MODELLING OF SINGLE TRACK FORMATION
The results of the Monte Carlo simulations can further be used to generate simpler regression models specific to
each output, which can be used in place of physics-based models for faster albeit lower fidelity calculations. The
accuracy of these regression models would be dependent on the quality of the Monte Carlo simulations, which
in turn depend on the input uncertainty used. In this case, the two outputs of interest i.e. the width of melt track
and the maximum domain temperature would require their own linear regression models. The standard
regression coefficients (SRCs) for the two regression models are shown in Table 1. The absolute values of the
SRCs correspond to the measure of influence the parameter has on the particular output, and can be sorted to
generate the parameter significance ranking
Table 1 Standard regression coefficients for regression models predicting width of melt track and
maximum domain temperature
Parameter

Standard Regression Coefficients for
width of melt track

Standard Regression Coefficients for
maximum domain temperature

Power

0.0651

0.0950

FWHM

-0.0515

-0.4106

Porosity

0.0329

0.0860

Powder Diameter

-0.4799

-0.4351

Scan Speed

0.0340

0.0047

Chamber Temperature

0.0573

0.0688

Powder Albedo

-0.9210

-0.8827
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Figure 4 Parameter significance rankings for the two linear regression models corresponding to width of
melt track (top) and maximum domain temperature (bottom)
The parameter significance ranking can be graphical represented together with the SRC as shown in Figure 4.
Determination of SRCs, however, is not sufficient for accepting a particular model, especially when the original
model is non-linear as in this case – the R2 value, which is a measure of the goodness of fit, for the regression
model also has to be verified. Figure 5 shows the R2 value for the regression model corresponding to maximum
domain temperature. In the figure, the blue dots correspond to values of maximum domain temperature for the
parameter subsets used in the Monte Carlo simulations. The x- and y- axis correspond to the value from the
regression model and the Monte Carlo simulation respectively, shown on a scale normalized with respect to the
standard deviation. A high R2 value, as in this case, implies an acceptably accurate linear regression model and
the value of 0.9598 implies that the linear regression model is able to account for 95.98% of the variance in
maximum domain temperatures observed in the Monte Carlo simulation results.
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6. UNCERTAINTY CHARACTERIZATION OF SINGLE LAYER FORMATION
Calibration studies on single melt tracks suggest that small perturbations in the laser related parameters such as
power, beam FWHM and the corresponding absorptivity of the material had a greater effect on the track
dimensions than other parameters considered in the study. The effect of processing chamber temperature on the
properties of the parts made by SLM however is well-documented in literature. Moreover, these four parameters
had been chosen for uncertainty analysis of single layer production using six different scanning strategies [25]
[26] using expert uncertainties. However, the information/process knowledge obtained during uncertainty
analysis of the single tracks can be transferred as input to the uncertainty analysis of single layer formation.
In this implementation, the uniform expert input uncertainty is replaced by a probability distribution for each
parameter about the nominal value. The Latin Hypercube sampling results for this implementation is shown in
Figure 8. As before, the uncertainty analysis was performed for the different scanning strategies with the
percentage of area consolidated, the thermal homogeneity (standard deviation of temperature) and the maximum
temperature as the outputs.
The nominal values of the parameters used for the uncertainty analysis are given in Table 2. However, the
actual input values used for the analysis and the associated uncertainty values are taken from the parameter
estimation with single tracks.
Table 2 Nominal values of parameters used for uncertainty analysis
Parameter

Nominal Values

Power

120 W

FWHM

37.5e-6 m

Chamber Temperature

27 C

Powder Albedo

0.9

The 400 parameter sets generated by the sampling technique are then subjected to Monte Carlo simulations for
each of the six scanning strategies. The obtained values of percentage of area consolidated, standard deviation of
temperature and maximum domain temperature are then represented via cumulative probability distribution
functions (CDF). The results for the six scanning strategies are shown in Figure 9 through Figure 14.
For each scanning strategy, the plots show the cumulative probability distribution for the percentage of
consolidated area (left), maximum domain temperature(center) and the standard deviation of temperature at the
end of scan path(right). As these are cumulative distribution curves, the steeper the slope of the curve, the more
precise is the range of the corresponding output. The smaller range and distribution information, as captured by
the sampling technique, lead to better prediction of output uncertainties.
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easily seen to be betteer than other strategies witth respect to percentage off consolidatedd areas. Intuittively, the
usage off probability distributions
d
i associationn with input parameters
in
p
haas a greater ccorrespondencce to real
processinng where paraameters are moore likely to be closer to thee designed/preescribed valuee than farther away.
a

7. CONCLU
USION
In this paper,
p
a system
matic approach towards establishing reeliability of overhanging
o
sstructure prod
duction by
selective laser meltingg has been addopted. Singlle tracks are first manufacctured on a ddeep powder bed
b using
chosen processing
p
parameters, butt at different locations in the powder bed
b and in ddifferent laser scanning
directionns. The experim
mental resultss for the 50W laser power arre used in com
mbination withh numerical model,
m
and
subjectedd to uncertainnty and reliabiility analysis. Based on thee uncertainty characterizatio
c
on results, a regression
r
model is developed which
w
is deem
med to be capaable of use ass a response surface
s
generaator. Subsequ
uently, the
regressioon model is vaalidated using the 120W laser power meltt track.
Thereafteer, the techniqque is extendeed for reliabiliity characterizzation of singlle layers produuced on a thicck powder
bed withhout support structures, by
b determininng cumulativee probability distribution functions fo
or outputs
corresponnding to maxiimum recorded temperaturee, sample denssity and therm
mal homogeneiity.
Parametrric study resuults for comm
mon SLM parrameters are available
a
in liiterature and,, in the futuree, it is of
interest to
t couple thiss global know
wledge with the local kno
owledge obtained using thhe uncertainty
y analysis
techniquees used in thiss paper.
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